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RAMANUJAN’S TRIGONOMETRIC SUMS AND PARA-ORTHOGONAL

POLYNOMIALS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE

ALEXEI ZHEDANOV

Abstract. Ramanujan’s trigonometric sum cq(n) can be interpreted as a set of trigonometric
moments of a finite measure concentrated at primitive q-th roots of unity with equal masses. This
gives rise to sets of corresponding polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. We present explicit
expressions of these polynomials for special values of q, e.g. when q = p or q = 2p or q = pk, where
p is a prime number. We generalize this procedure taking the Kronecker polynomial instead of
cyclotomic one. In this case the moments are expressed as finite sums of cq(n) with different q.

1. Introduction

Ramanujan’s trigonometric sum cM(n) is defined as

cM(n) = ∑
(s,M)=1

exp(2πisn
M
) , (1.1)

where n is an integer, M is a positive integer and summation in (1.1) is performed over all s
coprime with M and smaller than M .

Equivalently, Ramanujan’s sum can be presented as follows. Let ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζϕ(M) be a set of
primitive roots of unity of order M and ϕ(n) is Euler’s totient function, i.e. the number of integers
from 1 to n − 1 coprime with n.

Recall that the roots of unity ζ of order M is called the primitive if ζM = 1 but ζk ≠ 1 for
k = 1,2, . . . ,M − 1. Any primitive root of unity is the generator of the cyclic group ZM of all M
roots of unity of order M .

For example, when M = 10 then ϕ(M) = 4 and the primitive roots of unity are

ζ1 = exp(πi
5
) , ζ2 = exp(3πi

5
) , ζ3 = exp(7πi

5
) , ζ4 = exp(9πi

5
) (1.2)

Ramanujan’s sum can then be presented as

cM(n) =
ϕ(M)

∑
s=1

ζns (1.3)

The cyclotomic polynomials CM(z) are closely connected with Ramanujan sums. Recall, that
for any positive integer M the cyclotomic polynomial is defined as the minimal polynomial of
primitive roots of M , i.e.

CM(z) = (z − ζ1)(z − ζ2) . . . (z − ζϕ(M)) (1.4)

One obvious relation between cyclotomic polynomials and Ramanujan’s sums follows from the
Vieta formulas. Indeed, put L = ϕ(M) and expand the cyclotomic as a finite sum in zn:

CM(z) = zL + κ1z
L−1 + κ2z

L−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + κ2z
2 + κ1z + 1. (1.5)

(Notice the symmetricity of the expansion coefficients which follows fro the palindromic property
CM(z) = zLCM(z−1) [4]). Then

κ1 = −cM(1) = −µ(M), (1.6)

where µ(n) is the Möbius function [4]. Similarly

κ2 = 1

2
(c2M(1) − cM(2)) (1.7)

and so on.
There is another interpretation of Ramanujan’s sum which will be the main subject of our paper.

Namely, we interpret cM(n) as a set of trigonometric moments σn with respect to some discrete
measure dµ(z) on the unit circle ∣z∣ = 1.
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Recall that the given positive measure dµ(θ) on the unit circle one can define the trigonometric
moments

σn = 1

2π
∫

2π

0

eiθndµ(θ), n = 0,±1,±2, . . . (1.8)

For example, for the simple Lebesgue measure dµ(θ) = dθ all moments vanish apart from σ0

σ0 = 1, σn = 0, n = ±1,±2, . . . (1.9)

Using the trigonometric moments σn, one can construct the Toeplitz determinants

∆n =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

σ0 σ1 . . . σn−1

σ−1 σ0 . . . σn−2

. . . . . . . . . . . .

σ1−n σ2−n . . . σ0

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
, n = 1,2, . . . (1.10)

Positivity of the measure dµ(θ) leads to the obvious property

σ−n = σ̄n, (1.11)

where σ̄n means complex conjugate of σn.
It is well known that positivity of the measure dµ(θ) is equivalent to positivity of Toeplitz

determinants [8]

∆n > 0, n = 1,2,3, . . . (1.12)

Given the measure µ(θ) one can introduce the polynomials [8]

Φn(z) = (∆n)−1
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

σ0 σ1 . . . σn

σ−1 σ0 . . . σn−1

. . . . . . . . . . . .

σ1−n σ2−n . . . σ1

1 z . . . zn

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

,

It is seen that the polynomial Φn(z) is a n-degree monic polynomial

Φn(z) = zn +O(zn−1) (1.13)

By construction, the polynomials Φn(z) possess the orthogonality property

∫
2π

0

Φn(eiθ)e−ijθdµ(θ) = 0, j = 0,1, . . . , n − 1 (1.14)

which is equivalent to [8]

∫
2π

0

Φn(eiθ)Φm(eiθ)dµ(θ) = ∫
2π

0

Φn(eiθ)Φm(e−iθ)dµ(θ) = hn δnm, (1.15)

where

hn = ∆n+1

∆n

> 0. (1.16)

(Notation Φm(z) means that we take only conjugate of the coefficients of the polynomial Φn(z)
but leave the argument z unchanged).

The polynomials Φn(z) are called the polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle, or OPUC for
brevity (we adopt the abbreviation of [8]).

They satisfy the fundamental Szegő recurrence relation [8]

Φn+1(z) = zΦn(z) − ānΦ∗n(z), (1.17)

where

Φ∗n(z) = znΦn(z−1). (1.18)

The parameters an (sometimes called the Verblusnky parameters [8]) satisfy the condition

∣an∣ < 1. (1.19)

One can show that the recurrence relation (1.17) together with the condition (1.19) is necessary
and sufficient for polynomials Φn(z) to be OPUC with respect to a positive measure dµ(θ) [8].
The normalization constants hn have the following expression in terms of an [8]:

h0 = 1, hn = (1 − ∣a0∣2)(1 − ∣a1∣2) . . . (1 − ∣an−1∣2) , n = 1,2, . . . (1.20)
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There is an important special case when the number of OPUC is finite. This happens if ∣ai∣ < 1
for i = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1 but ∣aN ∣ = 1. Then the polynomial ΦN+1(z) has N + 1 simple roots zs, s =
1,2, . . . ,N + 1 on the unit circle and one has the orthogonality relation

N+1

∑
s=1

Φn(zs)Φ̄m(zs−1)ws = hnδnm, (1.21)

where the positive weights are [3], [8]

ws = hN

Φ′N+1(zs)Φ̄N(z−1s ) =
hN

Φ′N+1(zs)ΦN(zs) . (1.22)

(the last equality in (1.22) holds because the product Φ′N+1(zs)Φ̄N(z−1s ) is real). Such finite system
of orthogonal polynomials is called the para-orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle (POPUC)
[8].

In this paper we propose new explicit examples of finite systems POPUC with equal concentrated
masses located at primitive roots of unity. More exactly, for a given positive integer M we put
N = ϕ(M) and define the system Φ0(z) = 1,Φ1(z), . . . ,ΦN(z),ΦN+1(z) of POPUC by identifying
their trigonometric moments σn with the Ramanujan sum

σn = cM(n), n = 0,1,2, . . . ,N + 1 (1.23)

The first (obvious) proposition is about the measure corresponding to the choice (1.23)

Proposition 1. The moments (1.23) correspond to the finite discrete measure on the unit circle
located at primitive roots of unity ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζN+1 with equal concentrated masses:

ws = (N + 1)−1. (1.24)

Proof of this proposition is trivial. Indeed, by definition of the moments we have

σn =
N+1

∑
s=1

wsζ
n
s = (N + 1)−1

N+1

∑
s=1

ζns (1.25)

which coincide (up to a trivial factor) with definition (1.3) of the Ramanujan’s sum.
It is natural to call the corresponding POPUC Φn(z) the Ramanujan para-orthogonal polyno-

mials.
The main problem will be to find explicitly the POPUC Φn(z) and corresponding Verblunsky

parameters an. This will be done in the next sections. Moreover, we prove an important result
concerning relations between ”Sturmian” POPUC and Ranaujan POPUC. Namely, we show that
these two systems are mirror-dual one with respect to another. This is the main result of the
Section 2. In Section 3 and 4 we present several explicit examples of such dual systems. They are
connected either with the cyclotomic or with the Kronecker polynomials.

2. Reconstruction of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle

In order to reconstruct the polynomials Φn(z), we use the following proposition which plays the
main role in whole theory

Proposition 2. Assume that Φ0(z),Φ1(z), . . . ,ΦN(z),ΦN+1(z) is a set of POPUC corresponding
to the Verblunsky parameters a0, a1, . . . , aN−1, aN , where ∣ak ∣ < 1, k = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1 and ∣aN ∣ = 1.
Assume that these polynomials are orthogonal on the unit circle at some points zk with concentrated
masses ws, i.e.

N+1

∑
s=1

Φn(zs)Φm(zs)ws = (N + 1)hnδnm (2.1)

Let Φ̃n(z) n = 0,1, . . . ,N + 1 be another system of POPUC (called the ”mirror-dual”). This
system is characterized by the property that their Verblunsky parameters ãn are ”mirror-dual” with
respect to an. This means that [6]

ãn = −aN āN−n−1, n = 0,1, . . . ,N, (2.2)

where it is assumed that a−1 = −1. (Note that the coefficient a−1 does not play any role in expressions
of the polynomials Φn(z), so we can choose it arbitrarily, however, it is naturally to put a−1 =
−Φ̄0(z) = −1).
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Then the polynomials Φ̃n(z) are orthogonal on the same set of points z1, z2, . . . , zN+1

N+1

∑
s=1

Φ̃n(zs)Φ̃m(zs)w̃s = h̃nδnm (2.3)

with the concentrated positive masses w̃s > 0 determined uniquely from the relation

w̃sws = hN

∣Φ′N+1(zs)∣2 , (2.4)

where hn are given by (1.20).

Conversely, assume that the weights ws and w̃s of two different systems Φn(z), Φ̃n(z) of POPUC
have the same spectral points zs on the unit circle and their concentrated masses are related as in
(2.4). Then these systems are mirror-dual and their Verblunsky parameters are related as in (2.2).

Remark 1. In fact, condition (2.4) can be replaced with a more weak condition

w̃sws = 1

∣Φ′N+1(zs)∣2 , (2.5)

because the weights ws, w̃s are determined up to an arbitrary normalization factor. Note also that

h̃N = hN , (2.6)

which follows trivially from (1.20).

Remark 2. Condition (2.4) (or (2.5)) is an exact ”circle” analog of the corresponding relation
between two finite sets of the mirror-dual orthogonal polynomials on the real line, see [1] and [9]
for details.

Proof. In fact, the above proposition follows easily from the Theorem 7 in [6]. Namely, it was
showed in [6] that if the Verblunsky parameters satisfy the mirror-dual relation (2.2) then their
”final” characteristic polynomials coincide

Φ̃N+1(z) = ΦN+1(z) (2.7)

(and hence the spectral points zs on the unit circle are the same). Moreover, there is the formula
[6]

ΦN(z)
ΦN+1(z) =

N+1

∑
s=1

w̃s

z − zs , (2.8)

where the weights are appropriately normalized

N+1

∑
s=1

w̃s = 1. (2.9)

From (2.8) it follows that

w̃s = ΦN(zs)
Φ′

N+1(zs) . (2.10)

Now, multiplying (1.22) and (2.10) we arrive at (2.4).
Conversely, assume that the (positive) weights w̃s are determined by (2.5) on the same spectral

points zs. Then the whole system of monic POPUC Φ̃n(z) is determined uniquely. Hence the
Verblunsky parameters ãn should satisfy the mirror-dual condition (2.2).

There is an easy consequence of this proposition which is important for our further construction
of Ramanujan POPUC.

Corollary 1. The POPUC Φn(z) with equal masses ws = (N + 1)−1 on N + 1 arbitrary distinct
points zs, s = 1,2, . . . ,N + 1 on the unit circle are mirror-dual with respect to so-called Sturmian
POPUC Φ̃n(z). The latter are characterized by the condition [11]

Φ̃N(z) = (N + 1)−1Φ̃′N+1(z). (2.11)
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The proof is easy. Indeed, if all masses ws are the same ws = (N +1)−1, then from (2.4) we have

Φ̃N(z)
Φ̃N+1(z) =

N+1

∑
s=1

ws

z − zs = (N + 1)
−1

N+1

∑
s=1

1

z − zs (2.12)

this leads to

Φ̃N(z) = (N + 1)−1Φ̃′N+1(z) = (N + 1)−1Φ′N+1(z) (2.13)

which gives (2.11).

On the other hand the Sturmian POPUC Φ̃n(z) are completely characterized by condition [11]

w̃s = const

∣Φ′N+1(zs)∣2 . (2.14)

Hence the mirror-dual POPUC have the equal concentrated masses.
This Corollary allows to find the Verblunsky parameters an of the Ramanujan POPUC from

the already known parameters ãn for the Sturmian cyclotomic POPUC considered in [11].
Remark. For the case of polynomials on the real line this Corollary was exploited in [10].

3. Simplest cases of Ramanujan cyclotomic POPUC

It is natural to take the polynomial ΦN+1(z) as a cyclotomic polynomial CM(z). Indeed, in this
case all the spectral points zk coincide with the primitive roots of unity. Hence the moments are
σn = (N + 1)−1cM(n). The simplest case of the cyclotomic polynomial ΦN+1(z) = Cp(z) where p is
an arbitrary odd prime. In this case N = p − 2 and

ΦN+1 = zp − 1
z − 1 = z

p−1 + zp−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + z + 1. (3.1)

The moments are

σ0 = 1, σn = −(p − 1)−1, n = 1,2, . . . , p − 1 (3.2)

With these moments one can easily calculate all the determinants (1.10) and (1.13) to get

∆n = pn−1(p − n)
(p − 1)n (3.3)

and

Φn(z) = zn + (N − n + 2)−1 (zn−1 + zn−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + z + 1) , n = 0,1,2, . . . ,N,N + 1 (3.4)

The Verblunsky parameters are

an = −Φn+1(0) = − 1

N − n + 1 , n = 0,1, . . . ,N. (3.5)

The Sturmian cyclotomic POPUC were identified in [11] with the well known ”single-moment”
polynomials. They have the explicit expression

Φ̃n(z) = 1

n + 1
n

∑
k=0

(k + 1)zk, n = 0,1, . . . ,N (3.6)

and corresponding Verblusnky parameters are

ãn = − 1

n + 2 , n = 0,1,2, . . . ,N − 1, aN = −1. (3.7)

As expected, the Verblunsky coefficients (3.5) and (3.7) are related with the mirror-dual corre-
spondence (2.2).

The case of the cyclotomic polynomials with M = 2p i.e. with the condition ΦN+1(z) = C2p(z) is
also easy. In this case the moments σn differ from the previous example (3.2) only by sign changing
behavior:

σ0 = 1, σn = (−1)n+1(p − 1)−1, n = 1,2, . . . , p − 1 (3.8)

Hence the Verblunsky coefficients

an = (−1)n 1

N − n + 1 , n = 0,1, . . . ,N (3.9)

Similarly, one can consider the case when M = 2jpk, where p is an odd prime number and k, k

are arbitrary positive integers. A showed in [11] this leads to a set of sieved (see, e.g. [5] on
definition of sieved OPUC) POPUC.
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More complicated is the caseM = p1p2 . . . pm whenM is a product of distinct odd prime numbers
p1 < p2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < pm. Already the simplest - so called binary - case, when M = pq with only two primes
p < q, is very nontrivail. We were able only to formulate a conjecture concerningg behavior for
the ”head” and ”tail” of the sequence of Verblunsky parameters an [11]. Clearly, this conjecture
remains valid for the Ramanujan POPUC with interchanging ”head” and ”tail”.

4. Ramanujan Kronecker POPUC

The Kronecker polynomialK(z) = zM+eM−1zM−1+eM−2zM−2+⋅ ⋅ ⋅+e1z+e0 is a monic polynomial
with integer coefficients ek such that all its roots zk lie in the closed unit disc ∣zk ∣ < 1 [2]. It is
easy to show if a0 ≠ 0 then any Kronecker polynomial has all roots belonging to the unit circle
∣zk ∣ = 1 and that in fact any Kronecker polynomial (with nonzero roots) can be presented as a finite
product of cyclotomic polynomials

K(z) = Cj1
m1
(z)Cj2

m2
(z) . . .Cjk

mk
(z) (4.1)

with some positive integers mi, ji.
If the polynomialK(z) is taken as the polynomial K(z) = ΦN+1(z) belonging to a set of POPUC

Φ0(z),Φ1(z), . . . ,ΦN(z),ΦN+1(z), then all roots of ΦN+1(z) should be simple [6]. This leads to
the presentation of all such admissible polynomials:

K(z) = Cm1
(z)Cm2

(z) . . . Cmk
(z), (4.2)

where all mi are distinct positive inters.
Indeed, if all mi are distinct, then the set of roots of K(z) is a disjoint union of primitive roots

of unity.
We can define theRamanujan Kronecker polynomials as a set of POPUCΦ0(z),Φ1(z), . . . ,ΦN(z),ΦN+1(z)

such that ΦN+1(z) = K(z) with K(z) given by (4.2) and with equal concentrated masses at all
roots of ΦN+1(z).

Let us denote z1, z2, . . . zM all the roots of the polynomial K(z). Then the orthogonality relation
for the Ramanujan Kronecker POPUC reads

M

∑
s=1

Φn(zs)Φm(z−1s ) =Mhnδmn, m,n = 0,1, . . . ,N (4.3)

We have the

Proposition 3. The moments σn of the Ramanujan Kronecker polynomials have the presentation

σn =M−1 (cm1
(n) + cm2

(n) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cmk
(n)) (4.4)

Proof. We have that the concentrated masses at all roots of K(z) are the same. Hecne, by
definition of moments

σn =
M

∑
s=1

κzns , (4.5)

where κ is an appropriate normalization factor. Obviously, κ =M−1. And we can perform summa-
tion in (4.5) step-by-step: first performing summation over all the roots of Cm1

, then of Cm2
(z)

and so on. Each such summation involves moments of cyclotomic polynomials and hence we arrive
at (4.4).

We thus have a simple alternative definition of Ramanujan Kronecker POPUC: these are
POPUC with the moments σn given by a finite sum of different Ramanujan’s sums cm(n) (4.4).

We consider here only one special case of the Ramanujan Kronecker polynomials which is gen-
erated by the polynomial K(z) = A2p(z), where AM(z) is so-called anti-cyclotomic (or inverse
cyclotomic) polynomial defined in [7] as Kronecker polynomials with roots being complementary
to primitive roots of unity of order M . In other words, the polynomial AM(z) has the expression

AM(z) = zM − 1
CM(z) (4.6)

In [11] we have considered the Sturmian Kronecker POPUC corresponding to the anti-cyclotomic
polynomial with p an arbitrary odd prime number. In this case N = p and

ΦN+1(z) = A2p(z) = zp+1 + zp − z − 1 (4.7)
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The Sturmian POPUC are defined by the condition

ΦN(z) = A′2p(z)
p + 1 =

zp + pzp−1 − 1
p + 1 (4.8)

Then further polynomials Φk(z), k = N − 1,N − 2, . . . ,0 are determined uniquely by the inverse
Szegő recurrence relation [11].

The results are [11]

Φ̃0(z) = 1, Φ̃1(z) = z + 1 − p−1, Φ̃n(z) = zn + (2p − n) z
n−1

2p − n + 1 + (−1)n
2p − n + 1 , n = 2,3, . . . , p. (4.9)

with the Verblunsky parameters

ã0 = 1 − p
p

, ãn = (−1)
n

2p − n, n = 1,2, . . . , p − 1, ap = 1. (4.10)

Using mirror-reflection rule we arrive at the following expression for the Verblunsky parameters
of the Ramanujan anti-cyclotomic polynomials

an = −ãp−n−1, n = 0, . . . , p (4.11)

It is easily verified that corresponding Ramanujan anti-cyclotomic POPUC have the expression

Φn(z) = zn + 1

n + p
zn − (−1)n

z + 1 , n = 0,1, . . . , p. (4.12)

5. Conclusions

The main result of [11] and of this paper is a possibility to construct a wide family of finite para-
orthogonal polynomials starting with prescribed cyclotomic or with more general Kronecker polyno-
mials. These polynomials are taken as the final members ΦN+1(z) of the set Φ0,Φ1(z), . . . ,ΦN(z).
The two systems presented in [11] and in the present paper differ by the algorithm of construction.
In [11] we start with two polynomials: ΦN+1(z) and ΦN(z) taken as the derivative of ΦN+1(z).
Then all further polynomials can be reconstructed by a specific ”circle Sturm” algorithm, like for
polynomials on the real line.

In the present paper another algorithm is proposed: we start with the same polynomial ΦN+1(z)
but demand that the concentrated masses be equal at all spectral points which are roots of ΦN+1(z).
The main result is presented in the Corollary 1: it appears that these two systems of POPUC are
mirror-dual. Another interesting result is possibility to identify the famous Ramanujan’ trigono-
metric sums as moments of corresponding POPUC.

We have presented several explicit examples of the polynomials Φn(z). It is expected that many
new explicit examples can be constructed by the above algorithms.
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